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Agenda

• Background, Process & Schedule

• Preliminary Amendments to C-O Rosslyn

– Building Height & Step-backs

– Density

– Other 

• Landscaped Open Space

• Purpose

• Retail uses, streetscapes 

• Next Steps
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Background

• Rosslyn Sector Plan – Adopted by 
the County Board in July 2015

• Several short-term action items 
recommended, including:

• Amendments to the General Land 
Use Plan

• Amendments to the Master 
Transportation Plan

• Amendments to the Zoning 
Ordinance

• Purpose of the amendments is to 
implement the Plan, not to revisit 
the policies of the Plan
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Process & Preliminary Schedule

• Feb 24  Joint LRPC/ZOCO meeting – GLUP and MTP 
amendments; zoning approach to building 
height

• April 12 ZOCO – Preliminary zoning text

• April 13 NAIOP

• April 20 Chamber of Commerce

• May 25 ZOCO

• April-July Additional outreach

• Fall 2016 PC and County Board hearings

Realize Rosslyn Process Panel members invited to participate in the LRPC/ZOCO 
committee meetings
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Background

Sector Plan Recommendations

• Amend the Zoning Ordinance to update the provisions 
of the “C-O Rosslyn” district to facilitate the vision of 
the Rosslyn Sector Plan

• Plan specifically recommends that height (including 
provisions for flexibility), stepbacks and density be 
addressed in the Zoning Ordinance

County Board Resolution adopted with the Plan also 
provides guidance
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February 24 LRPC/ZOCO

Staff presented

– GLUP and MTP draft amendments

– Building Height and Stepback Zoning Approach
• Draft considerations for evaluating the appropriate zoning approach 

to height and stepbacks

• Conceptual framework that focused on the level of flexibility, ranging 
from allowing modification of heights for single-tower sites below 
300 feet to codifying only a maximum height for the district

Two questions:

Have we captured the appropriate considerations for evaluating 
the zoning approaches?

What is the appropriate amount of flexibility to provide in the 
Zoning Ordinance? 
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What We Heard

• Comment matrix will be updated throughout the process
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Crafting the Preliminary Zoning Text

Rosslyn Sector Plan 
Visions, Policies, 

Goals, and 
Recommendations

County Board 
Resolution

LRPC/ZOCO and 
other comments

Preliminary C-O Rosslyn 
Amendments

Considerations

Upholds the vision, goals 
and recommendations of 
the Plan

Provide predictability and 
clarity for developers and 
community members

Ability to address site-

specific conditions

Preliminary C-O 
Rosslyn 

Amendments
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Preliminary Text: Building Height and Stepbacks
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Building Heights Map in Rosslyn Sector Plan

Zoning Approach to Building Height and Stepbacks



Zoning Approach to Building Height and Stepbacks
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Plan also recommends: for single-tower sites below 300,’ 
development proposals may be submitted that try to achieve up to 
300.’ Certain criteria should be met to consider this additional height.

Zoning Approach to Building Height and Stepbacks
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Sector Plan also includes additional building height and form 
guidelines that were not recommended to be codified, but they 
provide additional guidance for evaluation of development 
proposals

Zoning Approach to Building Height and Stepbacks
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Preliminary Text: Building Height and Stepbacks

Current C-O Rosslyn Height 
Regulations

Preliminary Zoning Text

By-Right

Single-family home: 30’ max

All other uses: 35’ max

No change

Special Exception – Base Heights

Office, Retail, Service Commercial: 153’ max

Multiple-Family Dwellings and Hotel: 180’ max

No change

Special Exception – Provisions for additional 

height

County Board may approve up to 300’ (with 
provisions for additional height within Central 
Place)

• The County Board, through site plan approval, 
may approve height up to heights 
recommended in the Plan, and consistent with 
step-backs and neighborhood transitions in the 
Plan, based on a set of findings

• Further, the County Board, through site plan 
approval, may approve height above heights 
recommended in the Plan when a project 
equally or better meets the findings, up to a 
maximum height of 470’ above sea level.
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Preliminary Text: Building Height and Stepbacks

Proposed Findings (lines 88-107 of proposed text):
a) The development project is consistent with the vision and policy guidance of 

the Rosslyn Sector Plan;

b) Priority public view corridors are preserved;

c) The development project contributes to a distinctive skyline with varied 
heights;

d) The development project provides a transition in scale and height to 
surrounding lower density neighborhoods;

e) The increase in height does not have a substantial adverse impact on daylight 
for public parks and open spaces envisioned in the Rosslyn Sector Plan; and

f) The development project provides a pedestrian-scaled street environment 
and view opportunities.
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Preliminary Text: Building Height and Stepbacks

The preliminary zoning text is intended to ensure that development projects must 
demonstrate that they meet the vision, goals and recommendations of the Plan 
through a variety elements: 

• Referencing the Building Height Map
• Specifically references the building height map and its elements (height, step 

backs and neighborhood transitions) 
• Heights on the map are not guaranteed

• Use of findings
• County Board must consider each finding in approving a site plan, whether 

the height is above or below that on the Building Height Map

• An additional, separate finding for heights above those on the Building Height 
Map
• Emphasizes this is a request beyond what was anticipated in the Plan and 

should be reviewed with additional level of scrutiny

• Maximum height of 470 feet above sea level
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Preliminary Text: Building Height and Stepbacks

Considerations
• Alternatives considered that meet the criteria and allow for flexibility:

1. Codifying the Building Height Map and allow for modifications based 
on findings

2. Referencing the Building Height Map and permitting heights up to 
and above the heights on the map based on findings

• Both options would permit the County Board to permit heights up to and 
above those in the Plan

• Both options would require the applicant to justify the height based on 
the findings proposed

• Option 1 codifies map, then effectively weakens it through modifications; 
may set expectation that mapped heights are a given

• Option 2 starts with a strong reference to the map and then strengthens 
it by requiring the applicant to prove that the findings are met for any 
proposed height
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Preliminary Text: Building Height and Stepbacks

Considerations
• Maximum height for the district

• At February 24 LRPC/ZOCO, staff suggested a maximum 
height of 390 feet for the district could be considered

• The text proposes 470 feet above sea level for the district

• Utilizing 470 feet above sea level is
• Consistent with the assumptions explored during the 

sector plan process; and
• Better reflects the change in topography from the 

eastern to the western portions of Rosslyn  
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Preliminary Text: Building Height and Stepbacks

Considerations
• Separate criteria for single-tower sites below 300 feet 

• Rather than have separate criteria, the proposed approach 
reinforce that all projects must meet the core goals of the 
peaks and valleys approach. 

• The County Board must find that projects are consistent with 
the Plan, which would include the Plan’s recommendations for 
single-tower sites.
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Preliminary Text: Building Height and Stepbacks

Considerations
• Use of Rosslyn Sector Plan guidance

• Sector Plan also includes robust building height and form guidelines that 
they provide a great deal of guidance for evaluation of development 
proposals

• Arlington County has a strong tradition of upholding the guidance of our 
planning documents

• Examples of how other plans have been codified
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Preliminary Text: Density
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Preliminary Text: Density

Sector Plan: Density above 10.0 FAR

• The Plan recommends that the County Board should have 
the ability to consider, in specific instances necessary to 
accomplish transformational infrastructure elements 
identified in the plan, additional density above 10.0 FAR, 
where it could be consistent with the overall vision of the 
sector plan, major plan goals are advanced, and additional 
density is consistent with building height and form 
guidelines.

• For single-tower sites below 300’, density should not 
exceed 10.0 FAR unless involving transfer of development 
rights
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Preliminary Text: Density

Current C-O Rosslyn Density 
Regulations

Preliminary Zoning Text

By-Right
Site area up to 9,999: 0.40 FAR
Site area 10,000 – 19,999: 0.50 FAR
Site area 20,000 and above: 0.60 FAR

No change

Special Exception
Office, Retail, Service Commercial:  3.8 FAR

Multiple-family Dwellings/Hotel:  4.8 FAR

No change

Special Exception – Provisions for additional 
density

County Board may approve up to 10.0 FAR. No 
modifications.

County Board may approve up to 10.0 FAR. 

The County Board may approve density above 10.0
FAR in two instances:
• Achieving segments of 18th Street N.
• Transfer of Development Rights 
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Preliminary Text: Density

Density above 10.0 FAR 

for transformational 
infrastructure

• Not defined in Plan, though 
discussion during planning process 
focused on achieving 18th Street 
Corridor

• Preliminary text:
– Permit density above 10.0 if County 

Board finds that the density is 
necessary to achieve segments of 18th

Street N.

– Precludes modifications of height to 
achieve this density 
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Preliminary Text: Density

Density above 10.0 FAR  for transfer of development 
rights

• Referenced in the Plan with regard to height flexibility

• Preliminary text:
– Would permit use of County’s TDR policy and provisions of 15.5.7.B

– Receiving sites could exceed 10.0 FAR for density achieved through TDRs

– Would not be precluded from height flexibility
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Preliminary Text: Other Changes
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Preliminary Text: Landscaped Open Space

• Current C-O Rosslyn requires that 20% of a site be landscaped 
open space (can be modified by site plan)

• The Plan discourages small on-site open spaces when they 
distract from the overall urban design vision for Rosslyn

• Propose removing this requirement so as to not inadvertently 
encourage spaces that may not contribute to Rosslyn’s open 
space network

• On-site open space needs and tree canopy should be evaluated 
during site plan review
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Preliminary Text: Other Changes

• Remove retail uses and streetscapes

– Recommendations in the Plan are intended as policy 
guidance

– Including some policies from the Plan and not others may 
imply that other policies do not need to be followed

• Other

– Updated references

– Remove outdated text that is no longer need

– Improve formatting for clarity
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Next Steps

• April 20 Chamber of Commerce

• May 25 ZOCO

• April-July Additional outreach

• Fall 2016 PC and County Board hearings


